
File # Full Name Description of the Requested Documents/Data Date Received Due Date Date Responded
24-126 Katherine Washington Reports of issues with  blue sediments in the water supply at the complex. 06/28/24 07/22/24 Pending 
24-125 Philip Petronelli Five Star Energy Services has bid and won the Detroit WS-738. We are 

requesting the full bid tabulation breakdown for WS-738 and WS-725.
06/27/24 07/19/24 Pending 

24-124 Nushrat Rahman I am seeking information (data and documents) related to the following: 

- How many residential properties in Detroit have experienced water shut offs 
since August 2023? Of those, how many are rental properties? 
- Can DWSD provide the addresses and account holders of rental properties 
where water has been shut off since August 2023? DWSD said it could provide 
block-level data of shutoffs since August 2023.
- Specific average amount of households with water service interrupted since 
August 2023, broken down by which homeowners and rental properties.

06/27/24 07/19/24 Pending 

24-123 Kevin Ramos Any easements that may be located at the subject site/ proximity. Any data or 
issues relating to water or sewage tap connections.

06/26/24 07/18/24 Pending 

24-122 Lisa Benfield Hello, I am requesting a copy of the billing history for this home located at 19360 
St Louis St for the outstanding balance of $7633.84. The rep I spoke with said 
they cannot send a billing history for this address but I can obtain the information 
through a FOIA.

06/26/24 07/18/24 Pending 

24-121 Lisa Benfield Requesting a copy of the billing history for the property located 8843 Burnette St 
for the outstanding balance of 816.08.  This is a bank foreclosed home owned by 
Fannie Mae and they require the billing history for any balance on an account.  
Any assistance is greatly appreciated.

06/26/24 07/18/24 Pending 
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Donald Riggs Jr.
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313-590-2888     donald.riggs@detroitmi.gov



24-120 Ellen G. Schreuder Complete unexpurgated copy of all correspondence, field visit notes, drainage 
assessments, when and to whom such bills were issued and where drainage bills 
are presently being sent to 19125 Greenview/18600 W. Seven Mile (parcel 
22017021-32 / account 919 050 2300)

06/24/24 07/16/24 Pending 

24-119 Teal Liv Amore Log of FOIA requests received between 1/1/24-6/14/24, regardless if completed or 
not. I ask that all fields are included, including the requestor, description, status.

06/15/24 07/09/24 Pending 

24-118 Julia Saul I am working on behalf of DTE Gas Company to obtain an e-mailed copy of the 
Certificate of Liability Insurance for the company Hard Rock  that covers the date 
3.27.24.  (Preferably for that date, or within a year). 

This is an incident that was discovered on 03/27/2024, while doing a water work a 
gas service line was hit at the location of 18210 Santa Rosa Dr, Detroit, MI 48221.  
Locate Ticket 2024010203277

Does the City of Detroit have a record of liability insurance for this company.

Thank you for any assistance or direction you may have for us to locate the 
appropriate liability insurance.

06/11/24 07/03/24 07/03/24

24-117 Juan Arredondo Hello,

I am looking to seek all these documents on call logs, notes, proof of people being 
present at the property for water reads.

06/10/24 07/02/24 07/03/24

24-115 Ethan Dinius Requesting an as-built report on a DWSD Wastewater Gravity Main, located at 
5603 Cass, by Reuther Mall on Wayne State University's campus.

06/06/24 06/28/24 07/01/24

24-114 Robert Slattery DWSD Drainage Bills for 4165 Cass Ave. 06/06/24 06/21/24 06/28/24

24-113 Robert Slattery All DWSD bills for Drainage for 441 West Alexandrine 06/06/24 06/21/24 06/28/24

24-112 Rohit Reddy Could you please provide unit prices submitted by all the bidders who bid WS-738 
Water system improvements in Dexter- Linwood, Davison, and Buffalo- Charles 
neighborhoods of the City of Detroit. Attaching the unofficial bid and bid schedule 
for your reference.

06/03/24 06/21/24 06/17/24


